
Water efficiency 

Do you want to

 reduce water leakage?

 lower your wastewater treatment and disposal costs?

 reduce water use for landscaping?

A 1 mm hole under pressure of about 400 kPa can waste 3,000 L each day.[1]  
That’s 1,150 kL of water lost each year, or about $1,300. 
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It is important that leaking equipment such as hoses, pumps and valves are promptly repaired. Significant amounts of water can be 
lost from leaking equipment (see table 1).

Table 1: Water loss from leaking equipment[2]

Equipment Hourly loss (L) Annual loss (kL)

Flange (1 drop per sec) 0.5 5

Valve (0.1 L/min) 6 53

Ball valve (7-14 L/min) 420–840 3,680–7,360

1 inch hose (30-66 L/min) 1,800–4,000 15,770–34,690

 Do you promptly repair all leaks and plumbing problems?

Wastewater

Wastewater is any water contaminated by activities such as cleaning and maintenance works. It can 
also include stormwater if it has become contaminated (e.g. by paint or hydrocarbons).

  Are all activities that generate wastewater conducted on an impervious surface such as concrete, 
with diversion drains or bunds to direct water to a collection pit via a silt trap?

  Do you vacuum or sweep work areas and only hose if necessary? 

  Do you use drip trays for solvent transfer, paint mixing and equipment cleaning? 

  Are all spills cleaned up promptly with absorbent materials, and is spill 
containment material clearly marked and readily accessible?  

  Do you contain all painting and sanding material using dedicated facilities and measures such as drop sheets?
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Recycling and re-use

Washdown water may still be relatively clean, and can 
often be recycled on site through a closed loop system. 
Some form of treatment may be necessary before re-use.  

  Do you filter and recycle washdown water 
through a closed loop system? 

Landscaping

  Have you designed landscapes that require minimal 
watering, using native plants local to the area?

  Do you water plants only when necessary and at times 
when evaporation is lowest (e.g. dusk and dawn)? 

  Is mulch applied to help discourage 
water loss and weeds?

  Have you installed an efficient drip irrigation system 
with a timer or link to a soil moisture sensor? 

How much is your business 
spending on wastewater?

Current annual volume of wastewater from 
washdown of boats and work areas

 kL

Source of wastewater contaminants (e.g. sanding dust, 
paint residue from spraying, detergents, hydrocarbons)

 

Annual wastewater treatment costs 
(e.g. pH dosing, filter changes)

 $/yr

Annual cost to dispose of wastewater to sewer

 $/yr

Annual collection and disposal costs for waste contractor 

 $/yr

Total wastewater costs (treatment and disposal)

 $/yr
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Case study: Riviera recycles water and saves

Riviera on the Gold Coast produces about 450 luxury 
boats annually. The company installed a water 
recycling system which collects stormwater run-off 
and washdown water, settles and filters pollutants, 
and uses the recycled water for leak-testing of boats 
and pressure cleaning. The system not only prevents 
pollutants from entering the marine environment, 
but with two boats being tested overnight,  five 
nights a week, and about five hours of pressure 
cleaning every weekday, it results in roughly  
15,000 kL/y or $18,000/y in savings.

Kevin Brown 
Riviera 

www.riviera.com.au

Reducing water 
consumption will 
not just lower the 
purchase costs 
of water but also 
reduce treatment 
and disposal costs!

For further information
Ecobiz can assist you to reduce costs and improve eco-efficency in 
your business Call 1300 369 388 for further information.

Eco-efficiency Project Officer 
Marine Industries and Fibre Composites Group 
Department of Tourism, Regional Development and Industry  
Telephone: 07 3227 5756 
marine@dtrdi.qld.gov.au 
www.marine.industry.qld.gov.au


